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AN I M P U R I T Y  

Electr ical  processes in air often lead to the formation of a plasma, a mixture of air and some foreign element  
(e.  g . ,  in the case of an e lec t r ic  discharge the mater ia l  of the electrode) .  The presence of an impurity can 
appreciably affect the e lec t r ica l  conductivity of the air (and, accordingly,  the parameters of the effect in-  
vestigated) for the following reasons. 

1. If  the a tomic concentration of the impuri ty e lement  is more than 0. 001%,  while the ionizat ion energy 
is less than 10 eV, there will be an increase in the concentration of electrons in the plasma, and hence an 
increase in e lec t r i ca l  conductivi ty.  

2. If the a tomic  concentration of the impuri ty is more than 0 . 1 % ,  while the collision cross section for 
electrons and impurity atoms exceeds 18 �9 10 -16 cm ~, the presence of an impuri ty will lead to a decrease 
in the mean free path of the electrons in the plasma, and hence to a decrease in e lec t r i ca l  conductivi ty.  

This paper is concerned with a method of computing the e l ec t r i ca l  conductivity of air in the temperature  
range 1000-10 000"K in the presence of an impuri ty.  It is assumed that the gas mixture investigated is in 
a state of thermal  equi l ibr ium. Results are presented for the conductivity cross sections of the principal  
components of air.  For the case where the concentration of the impuri ty does not exceed 5% a s imple ap - 
proximate method of determining the composition of the plasma is proposed.The correctness of t hecompu ta -  
tions are checked with the aid of exper imental  data on the parameters of an arc discharge in air.  

1. Electr ical  Conductivity of a Partly Ionized Gas 

We shall  assume that the following assumptions are val id:  1) the electron veloci ty  distribution is approximately  
Maxwell ian (this is true in the absence of strong e lec t r ic  and magnet ic  fields and large temperature  and part icIe c o n -  
centration gradients [ l ] ) ;  2 ) l o c a l  thermal  equil ibrium prevails in the plasma (for example ,  this is always true of an arc 
discharge in air at atmospheric pressure [2, 3]) .  Then, in the case of a constant e lec t r ic  f ield,  the e l ec t r i ca l  conductivity 
of the plasma can be computed from a formula obtained on the basis of an approximate  solution of the Boltzmann kinetic 
equation [4, 5]: 

"l/'~e2 aN e ( Ni<QI> ) 

where T is the plasma temperature ,  m and e are the e lectronic  mass and charge,  k is Boltzmann's constant, N e and N i 
are the concentrations of electrons and ions, N l is the concentrat ion of neutral  part icles of the l - t h  kind, < Q} are the 
so-ca l led  conductivi ty cross sections for singly charged tons and neutral  part ic les ,  as given by the formulas 

e~NiV3 (1, 2) 
co  

( O l ) = - f f  ~ . ql(v) v 5exp --2-~-/ 
0 

where ql (v) is the momentum transfer (transport) cross sect ion of a neutral  par t ic le  of the l - th  kind, which depends on the 
electron ve loc i ty  v. The quantity a entering into (1 .1) ,  which represents e lec t ron-e lec t ron  interact ion,  is a complex 
function ~ of the rat io  7 [4]. For prac t ica l  purposes it is possible to recommend the approximate  formula:  

a(T) = 1.13 q- O.05Te -~176 for 3 0 > : f ~ O ,  c~=i .95  for ";>i30 ; (1 .4)  

the results of computations based on this formula agree to within 1% with the true dependence ot (7). 

Formula (1 .1 )  was obtained On the assumption that the current is transported across the plasma only by electrons (the 

mobi l i ty  of the ions is almost 100 t imes less than that of the electrons) and that the chief  part in decelerat ing the 

* A. V. Gurevich,  Some Problems of the Theory of Propagation of Powerful RadioWaves in Plasma, Doctora ld isser ta -  
t ion,  Physics Institute AS USSR, Moscow, 1957. 
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electrons is played by elastic collisions with neutral particles and ions. The latter assumption is reasonable enough below 
10 000 ~ when the average energy of the electrons (8/2)kT does not exceed 1. B eV, which is usually considerably below 
the energy of excitation and ionization of the neutral plasma particles. 

If we substitute values of the constants in (1.1) and (1.2) and express n in cm -a , < Q) in cm 2, and T in ~ the for- 
mulas become: 

z ( T )  = 4 . 5 2 . 1 0  -~~ ~:~e i 

I 

ohm -1 cm -I , (1..5) 

2.02. t0 -~ (425T 
< Q i )  - T,~ l g  c m  2 . ( 1 . 6 )  

Since data on atomic cross sections are usually presented in the form of a function of the electron energy, it is ex- 

pedient to introduce into (1.3)  the variable ] /1/2 my ~ --- x eV 1/2 after which we get 

oo 
2'08" '012 I (X)X5 exp ( l l ?  x2 ) 

( Q z )  - T3 ql dx  cm ~ . (1o 7) 

0 

2. Conductivity Cross Sections for the Principal Components of Air 

In the temperature range 1000-10 000~ air with an impurit~ consists of a mixture of molecules N 2, 02, NO, atoms 
N, O, X (where X denotes the impurity element) ,  ions NO +, N , O +, X +, and electrons. Other particles ( e . g . ,  At, + 
CO, N 2 , 02 +) are usually also present, but in view of their low concentration they have practically no effect on the 
conductivity and may be neglected.  

The conductivity cross section for all forms of singly charged ions is the same and maybe  found from (1 .6) ,  provided 

only that the total concentration of ions in the plasma is known. In order to compute the ( Q )  of the neutral particles, it 
is necessary to have data on the corresponding momentum transfer cross sections q in the range of electron energies from 

0.1 to 10 eV. At lower and higher energies the value of q does not a f f e c t ( Q )  in the interval 1000-10 000~ since at 
these energies the integrand in (7) is practically zero. Unfortunately, we still  lack sufficient data on q for the principal 

components of air. However, we do have information on the total  cross section for collision between an electron and a 

neutral particle (from Ramsauer measurements) or the total cross section for elastic scattering of an electron* (theoretical 
calculations).  Since at low electron energies (tile quantity ( Q )  chiefly depends on the value of q at electron energies of 

less than 8 eV) the total  collision cross section practically coincides with the total  cross section for elastic scattering [6], 

while in these cases the latter usually differs from the momentum transfer cross section by not more than 10~ [6, 7], in 
computing < Q) it is possible to use data on all three types of cross section. In practically all  eases the error due to this 

approximation will be less than the error in the available values of the cross sections for interaction of an electron with 

an atom or a molecule.  The data used in computing ( Q )  are briefly reviewed below. 

I) The N 2 molecule.  For an electron energy of 0-1 .5  eV we took data on the momentum transfer cross section from [8]  

and for 1 .5-10 eV data on the to ta lco l l i s ion  cross section from [9]. In the region 1 . 0 - 1 . 8  eV the data of [8, 9] are in suf- 

f iciently close agreement (discrepancy less than 10% ). Moreover, the relative behavior of the q(v) curve from [9] in the 

region 2. '7-10 eV is confirmed by Neynaber's measurements [10]. 

2 ) The 02 molecule .  In the interval 0 .08 -1 .5  eV we used the momentum transfer cross section from [8], and in the in -  

terval 1 .5-10  eV the total  collision cross section from [11]. In the region 1 . 0 - 1 . 8  eV the data of [8, 11] agree to within 

5%.  The relative behavior of the q(v) curve from [11] is confirmed by Neynaber's measurements [12]. 

8 ) The NO molecule .  In the interval  0 . 2 - 1 . 4  eV we took the momentum transfer cross section from [8], and the in -  

terval 1 . 4 - 1 0  eV the total collision cross section from [11]. The data on the cross section for the NO molecule are less 
rel iable than the corresponding data for N z and 02. However, in view of the relat ively low NO content of the air (less 

than 5% ) the error in determining ( Q (NO))  has l i t t le distorting effect on the conductivity calculations.  

4) The N atom. Over the entire interval 0 -10 eV we usedthe total  elastic collision cross section computed theoretical ly 

by Bauer and Bron (taken from [10]). In the interval 3-10 eV the shape of their curve is in good agreement with 

Neynaber's experimental  curve [10]; however, the theoretical  value is about 405  above the experimental .  The reason for 

this is still uncertain.  

* The terminology used in this paper corresponds to that of [6]. 
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5) The O atom. Over the entire interval  0 - I0  eV we used the total  elast ic  collision cross section computed theoret ica l ly  
in [13]. The exper imental  data for the interval  2.3 -10 eV [2] give a value 30% below the theoret ical .  The shapes of the 
theoret ical  and exper imental  q(v) curves are more or less the same. 
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The results of the computations of conductivity cross sections in the region 
1000-10 000"K are presented in Fig. 1. There is no point in extending the computa-  
tions to include higher temperatures,  since at T > 104~ K only electron scattering at 
ions plays an important part, i . e . ,  

NK < 
l 

3. Plasma Composition 

The par t ic le  concentration N can be obtained by solving a system of nonlinear 
j a lgebraic  equations consisting of the Saha equations for the ionizat ion reactions, the 

0 equations of the law of mass action (for dissociation reactions), the conditions of 
quasi-neutral i ty  of the plasma, Dalton's law, and the ma te r i a l  balance equations. 

Fig. 1. Conduct ivi ty  cross The numerica l  method of solving this system was thoroughly investigated in [14, 15] 
sections for the pr incipal  and will  not be discussed here.  It should be noted, however, that in the cases, com 
components of air.  monly encountered in pract ice ,  where the concentration of the impurity in the air 

does not exceed 5~ there is general ly no need to perform such a computat ion,  since 
it is possible to use the avai lab le  data on the composition of air at different temperatures and pressures [16, 17]. This is 
done as follows. We put the sum in (1 .5 )  in the form 

~N~(Qz) = A-t- N (X)(Q (X)} , (3.1) 
l 

A = N (N~) (O (N2)) -V N (02) (O (0=)) + N (NO) (Q (NO)) q- 
q- N (N) (O (i)} -+-, N (0) (O (0)}, 

(s. 2) 

Since the impuri ty concentrat ion is low, we can neglect  its influence on the concentrat ion of the components of the 

air and assume that the quantity A (T) is independent of the presence of an impuri ty .  Then, using values of the cross sec-  
tions ( Q} (Fig. 1) and data on the composit ion of air [16, 17], we can ca lcula te  A. In order to determine the values of 

N e = N i in (1 .5) ,  we can use the following approximate  method.  The mate r ia l  ba lance  equation representing the ratio of 
the a tomic  concentrations of the impuri ty e lement  and nitrogen has the form 

p (X) + p (X +) = a (p = N k T )  (3 .3)  
-2p (N~) -~ p (N) -t- P (NO) @ p.(N +) -I- P (NO+) 

where p are the part ia l  pressures of the corresponding part icles .  Neglect ing,  as before,  the influence of the impuri ty,  we 
can put: 

2p (N2) + p (N) @ p (NO) 4- p (N +) q- p (NO +) ~ 2p (N=), p (N) -t- P (NO) ----- b ,  (8.4) 

where b (T)  is independent of the presence of an impuri ty .  From (3 .3)  and (3 .4)  

p (X)  q-  p (X  +) = ab. (3 .5)  

If we now condi t ional ly  assume that electrons are formed in the p lasma only at the expense of ionizat ion of impuri ty 
atoms, we have 

p (X  +) p (eX) = K (X)  p ( X ) ,  (3 .6)  

Solving system (3 .5 ) - (3 .7 ) ,  we get: 

p ( x  § = p (eX). (3,7) 

p (eX) = t /~ / ,K  ~ (X) -t- K (X) ab --~I2 K (X) (s.8) 
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where K(X) is the equil ibrium constant of the ionization reaction for the impurity element  (numerical  values of K for 
many elements are tabulated in [18]), and p(eX) is the part ial  pressure of the electrons that would exist in the absence of 
ionizat ion of the principal components of the air.  

Al ternat ively ,  if we assume that there is no ionizat ion of impuri ty atoms, the part ial  pressure of the electrons in the 
gas mixture in question will be prac t ica l ly  equal to the part ial  pressure of the electrons p(eO) in air without the impurity 
(data on p(eO) have been tabulated in [16, 17]). 

lf117 
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Fig. 2. Electron concentration in air with a 
cesium impuri ty:  1) exact  ca lcula t ion,  2) 
approximate  ca lcula t ion ,  8) air without i m -  

purity. 

Knowing p(eX) and p(eO),  we can approximately  determine the 
true electron concentration N e, without solving the rather complex c o m -  
plete system of equations for the composition of the plasma. Quite sat-  
isfactory results are given by the re la t ion:  

p~ t p~ (eXy , (3.9) No = ~ -  ~ ~ l / p  ~ (eO) + 

where Pe is the part ial  pressure of the electrons for simultaneous ion iza-  
tion of the impuri ty and the components of the air.  Figure 2 shows the 
results of calculat ing N e for various concentrations of cesium in air by 
solving the comple te  system of equations for the plasma composition 
(broken-l ine curve) and by using the approximate  method of (3 .9 ) ( so l id  
curve). Clear ly,  at a cesium concentration of less than I% in t empera -  
ture intervals where electron formation takes place purely at the expense 
of ionizat ion of the impuri ty or, conversely, pr imari ly  at the expense 
of ionizat ion of the components of the air,  the two curves coincide.  
This also follows direct ly  from (3 .9) ,  since 

pe -~  P (eX) for p (eX) ~ p (cO) , 

p~,~p(eO) for p ( e X ) . ~ p ( e O ) .  

The greatest error in calculat ions based on (3 .9)  occurs in the case 
p(eX) ,~p(eO); however,  asFig.  2shows, it does not exceed 13%. When the Cs concentration is 5%, the vaIue of N e 
given by the approximate  calcula t ion is too high (by about 10%) over a wide temperature  in terval ,  although here the 
condition p(eX) >> p(eO) is fulfi l led even bet ter  than at lower concentrations of Cs. This exaggerat ion is due to neg lec t -  
ing the influence of the impuri ty  on the value of b, which becomes appreciable  at high concentrations.  

The only unknown quantity st i l l  needed to compute the e l ec t r i ca l  conduct ivi ty of air with an impuri ty  is the product 

N ( X ) (  Q ( X ) ) . I n  many cases 

~vi <Qd + A >~N(X)<Q (x)) ,  (3.10) 

and there is no need to d e t e r m i n e N ( X ) (  Q (X)} But if (8 .10)  does not hold,  N(X) = p (X) /kT can be found from (3 .5) ,  
(3 .6)  by substituting Pe for p(eX),  and ( Q(X)}  can be ca lcula ted  in accordance with (1o 7) by introducing the correspond- 

ing data on the momentum transfer cross section for an impuri ty  a tom.  

4. Elect r ica l  Conduct ivi ty  of_z.Air with an Impuri ty  at Atmospheric Pressure 

For a pressure of 1 a im we ca lcu la ted  the composit ion of air in the tempera ture  range 1000-10 000~ using:he latest 

data [18] on the equi l ibr ium constants of the ionizat ion and dissociation reactions *, after which we computed the values 
of A, b, and p(eO) presented in Table  1. With the aid of these values and using the method described above we computed 
the e l ec t r i ca l  conduct ivi ty of air in the presence ofCs,  Na, and Mg ( ionizat ion potentials 3 .89,  5 .14,  and 7 .64  eV) in 

concentrations of 0.1 and 1 . 0 % .  As Fig.  3 shows, the a ( T )  curves have a s imi lar  form in each case.  At low tempera ture  

there is a sharp increase in o with T, due to ionizat ion of an ever greater number of impuri ty  atoms. Then comes a section 

where the conduct ivi ty  depends onty sl ightly on the temperature ,  since the impuri ty  atoms are almost comple te ly  ionized,  
while e lect ron formation at the expense of the air atoms and molecules  is inconsiderable .  F ina l ly ,  at high temperatures  

the conduct ivi ty  is re la t ive ly  independent of the presence of an impuri ty  and approaches that for pure air .  

*The results of our calcula t ions  agree with the data of [16, 17] !to within 1-3%, except  that below 7500~ our com-  

puted values of the e lect ron concentrat ion are 10-80% higher,  due to  the difference between the values used for the 

equi l ibr ium constant of the  NO ionizat ion react ion.  
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Owing to the lack of experimental data, it is only possible to make a rough estimate of the agreement between the 

calculations and the conductivity of a real plasma. This can be done on the basis of the parameters of an arc discharge in 
air. For the cross section at the center of the arc the following 
relation is accurate enough: 

R 

= E t a (r) 2a*rdr 
(4) I 

0 

T ,  * K  

where I is the current, E is the electric field intensity, r is the 
distance from the axis of the arc, and R is the distance from the t000 

2OOO 
axis at which the conductivity of the plasma becomes quite 3000 
small (of the order of 1-3% of themaximum value of o). If we 4000 

5000 
measure E and T(r) for fixed I, then, knowing the concentration 6000 
of the impurity in the plasma, we can calculate o(r), and then, 7000 

800O with the aid of (4. I), the current I. Then we can judge the cor- 9000 
rectness of our calculations of the plasma conductivity from the t0000 
correspondence between the theoretical and the observed values of I. 

This method was used to compute the current 

24 

18 

lg 

laF-ohm-i cm--I  - - - - 2  -1 
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Fig. 3. Electrical conductivity of air with 

the following impurities: 1) cesium, 2) sodium, 

3) magnesium, 4) air without impurities. 

Table 1 

Some Characteristics of Air at Atmospheric 
pressure 

&, _crpTIIb, atm 

7100 1.580 
4230 1.580 
3150 1.544 
2500 1.374 
2120 i.302 
1700 i.201 
1140 0.987 
800 0.835 
690 ).787 
620 ).755 

p (eo),atm 

6 .  t 3 .  t 0  -26 
9.58.10 -la 
2.74. l0 -s 
3.41.10-s 
4.31.10 -5 
2.15. t0 -4 
6.65.t0-~ 
2.38.10 -a 
8.32.t0-a 
2.32. t0 -2 

o o h m  "I c m  -1 

1.02.10-2l 
9.50.10-9 
1.99.10-4 
2.02.10-2 

0.21 
0.92 
2.90 
8.33 

17.0 
28.0 

for three different forms of arc discharge in air. The results, together 

with the principal characteristics of the discharges, are given in 
Table 2. Although the discrepancies between the theoretical and observ- 

ed currents are rather large, in all cases they scarcely exceed the errors 

of the experimental  data themselves. Thus, in the first case the ac- 
curacy of measuring the plasma temperature and the concentration of 

Na in the air was such that the accuracy of the computations of the 
electron concentration N e in which these measurements were used (and 
hence of the conductivity) was, according to the estimate of the author 

of D9,20],  20-30%. In the second case the presence of an impurity 
did not affect the plasma conductivity, but the error in determining the 

temperature was =o00~ which gives an error in determining N e (and 

a) of the order of 25-30%. It should also be noted that the author of 

[21], making a supplementary measurement of the temperature at the 
axis of the arc by another method, obtained 6400"K instead of the 
value of 8150~ used in computing I. If this is the true temperature, 

then the computation of I from (4.1) gives a value very close to the 
true value of 10 a. In the third case, instead of measuring the impurity 

concentration, we measured the electron concentration directly with 
a precision of 5-10%. Accordingly, for the third case we also ob- 

tained the smallest discrepancy between the observed and calculated currents. 

Table 2 

Parameters of Arc Discharges in Air 

a~ Reference 

[19, 20] 
ira, 22] 
[23, ~4] 

Impurity 

0.022% Na 
0.0t- -1% C 

30% c 

T R, ~ 

2700 
4000 
7000 

To, ~ K 

4750 
6150 

10900 

E.V/cm 

19.5 
17 
I0 

a r , a 

4 I 5.2 
t0 ] 6 . 3  

200 t 2t3 

+30 
--37 
+ 6 . 5  

In conclusion, it should be noted that the method described is quite simple and, if the recommended data on the 

conductivity cross sections and the composition of air are used, entails an error of not more than 10-30%. 
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